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HAPPY HOLIDAY CCDC  
BY EVELYN GUDE, ADMISSION REPRESENTATIVE

               Thanksgiving in Columbia College is much more special than any

other events. Since there are a lot of international students who have

diverse cultural background in Columbia College, annual Potluck Event for

Thanksgiving is always full of dishes from all over the world. All international

students bring their own countries' food for the potluck. Turkey is also

provided for the event, with an assistance of our Culinary Arts students, so

the international students can experience American traditional Thanksgiving

meal such as turkey, ham, mashed potato, and pumpkin pie. This Potluck

Event is one of the biggest among the events in a year, and students and

faculties worked together to prepare the event. This year, ESL instructors

gave students presentation to help them understand the meaning of the

Thanksgiving. The event was held in all three campuses, and students

enjoyed experiencing American culture and also shared their own cultural

dishes with other students. 

              December is also another month of traditional holidays. Columbia

College faculties and staffs are trying their best to make international

students feel CCDC as their home, and encourage them to experience

American holiday and culture while they study in Columbia College. 
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" 

THIS INDUSTRY IS

NOT EASY, SO

WORK HARD AND

STUDY HARD! 

" 
 

Contact us 

 

Website : www.ccdc.edu 

Facebook : www.facebook.com/ccdcedu 

Instagram : www.instagram.com/ccdcedu 

 

If you want to contribute to this newsletter, 

send an email to Lyn Im (lyni@ccdc.edu) 

FUTURE OF DENTAL LAB 
TECHNOLOGY

BY LYN IM, CIEE ADMINISTRATOR

              Columbia College's Dental Lab Technology course has a long history to be

a first step for a lot of students to become dental lab technicians in many dental

studios. Protech Dental Studio is one of the dental labs that many CCDC

graduates are working at. Last month, two dental lab technology students, Yan

Tang and Rahmonjon Rabieu, were awarded $500.00 scholarship each from the

Protech Dental Studio as the best student for Fall 2018. Despite a lot of people

concern about the job prospect of the dental lab technology nowadays, dental

lab technician still have a lot of opportunities and bright future. Mr. Duckee Lee,

president of Protech Dental Studio, has attended a scholarship conferment

ceremony and encouraged the students with a powerful speech. He said, "This

industry is not easy, so work hard and study hard!".     

               As he said, the industry has a lot of challenges, but if our CCDC students

try their best, career path is opened widely. Since well-trained dental lab

technicians are still welcomed in many places, students can easily find a job

after their graduation. Currently Columbia College have partnerships with many

studios, and instructors and staffs support in assisting students' job searching

even after their completion. Students can successfully achieve their goals after

studying Dental Lab Technology at CCDC. 

 


